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Surface-passivation-induced optical changes in Ge quantum dots

F. A. Reboredo* and Alex Zunger
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, Colorado 80401

~Received 25 September 2000; published 29 May 2001!

One of the most interesting properties of quantum dots is the possibility to tune the band gap as a function
of their size. Here we explore the possibility of changing the lifetime of the lowest-energy excited state by
altering the surface passivation. We show that a moderately electronegative passivation potential can induce
long-lived excitons without appreciable changes to the band gap. In addition, for such passivation the symme-
try of the valence-band maximum isg8v

(t1 derived! instead of the more usualg8v (t2 derived!. This reverses
the effect of the exchange interaction on the bright-dark exciton splitting.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.235314 PACS number~s!: 78.67.Hc, 73.21.La, 71.35.2y
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I. INTRODUCTION

The order of the single-particle energy levels of differe
symmetries in nanostructures controls much of their opt
and transport properties. In near-spherical quantum d
made of either diamond-like~Si, Ge! or zinc-blende
~InP,InAs! materials, the allowed single-particle orbital sym
metries area1 , a2 , e, t1, and t2. These orbital symmetrie
give rise to specific selection rules. These global symmet
can be rationalized, in the context of the envelope-funct
approximation, as the product of the symmetry of the und
lying bulk Bloch function~e.g.,G15v andG1c , that transform
as t2 and a1, respectively! and the envelope function~e.g.,
a1 andt2, that are mosts andp like respectively!. As shown
in Table I, one can distinguish a few cases of orbital sy
metries and the resulting excitonic symmetries. For exam
the most commonly encountered cases~labeled ‘‘case I’’! of
direct-gap nanostructures~InP, GaAs, CdS! involves a va-
lence band oft2 symmetry~made of aG15v Bloch state and
an a1 envelope! and a conduction band ofa1 symmetry
~made of anG1c Bloch state and ana1 envelope!. The direct
productt23a1 of the electron and hole symmetries gives t
orbital symmetry of the excitonic wave function. In this ca
the 12-fold degenerate-dipole-allowedT2. Consideration of
electron-hole exchange1,2 splits T2 into singlet 1T2 and trip-
let 3T2, being, respectively, spin allowed and spin forbidde
In the presence of spin orbit~see below! the ground state3T2
is split into a lower fivefold-degenerateforbidden E`T1
multiplet and a higher allowedT2 . Case II involves a va-
lence band oft1 symmetry ~made again of aG15v Bloch
function but with at2 envelope!. If we consider the same
a 1-symmetric conduction band as before, the exciton res
ing of the direct productt13a15T1 is now spatially forbid-
den for dipole transitions: Exchange splits it into a sing
1T1 and a triplet 3T1. In the presence of spin orbit th
ground state is fivefold degenerate,E`T2, which includes
the dipole-allowedcomponentT2. We see that the questio
whether the valence-band maximum~VBM ! hast2 or t1 or-
bital symmetry~or in other words, if the VBM envelope ha
a node or not! can decide if the exciton at threshold is orbit
allowed, i.e., has a short radiative lifetime or not.

In the past it was noted that, assuming an infinite poten
barrier around the dot, the order oft1 and t2 valence-band
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levels depends on the material and dot size. Using thek"p
method, Efros and co-workers3,4 found a t1-like valence
band maximum~i.e., ap-like envelope! for small5 dots made
of low-spin-orbit material~light elements!, whereas Delley
and Steigmeier,6 Ren,7 and the present authors8 found, ne-
glecting spin orbit, that Si exhibits a transition betweent2
and t1 VBM’s as the size of the dot is reduced.

The infinite barrier boundary conditions used in som
simplified model calculations might not have captured
physical circumstances appropriate to real dots. Indeed,
are often fabricated with a coating of a second material s
rounding them, intended to passivate surface dangling bo
provide confinement, and assist in~e.g., colloidal! growth
process. Such surface passivants are not easily modeled
infinite potential barrier, but are more realistically thought
as an electronic material in its own right, having some ch
acteristic energy level~s!. For example, one can use the hig
est occupied orbital of the passivant with energyEp ~mea-
sured with respect to vacuum! as its characteristic energet
marker. ThisEp can have different ‘‘band alignments’’ with
respect to the VBM of the dot: for electropositive passiva
Ep will be above the dot’s VBM, whereas for electronegati
passivantsEp could be well below the VBM.

Using spin-orbit-pseudopotential calculations for sphe
cal surface-passivated Ge quantum dots, we show for in
mediate size Ge dots (diameterD537.2 Å) that, as the
passivantsEp move from the electropositive to electroneg
tive regime, ~i! the dot VBM symmetry changes from
g8v(t2) to g8v(t1), thus converting the lower exciton from
being primarily spatially allowedT2 to spatially forbidden
T1; and ~ii ! the Bloch content of the conduction-band min
mum ~CBM! changes from beingX like to L like ~iii ! a
strongly electronegative passivant shifts both transitions~i!
and ~ii ! to smaller dot sizes. Moreover, while the abo
noted changes in symmetry can profoundly affect the rad
tive luminescence lifetime~longer for forbidden than for al-
lowed excitons! and the ratioDEVBM /DECBM between con-
duction and valence confinement energies,9 the effect on the
excitonic transition energy itself is surprisingly small, bein
tenths of a meV.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

We consider approximately spherical Ge crystallites w
Td symmetry, centered around a Ge atom. The surface d
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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TABLE I. The single-particle symmetries of the VBM and CBM and the ensuing symmetry of
electron-hole exciton without (Dx50) and with (Dx5” 0) exchange interaction. We show how the sing
particle symmetry evolves from that of the Bloch function (G15v or G1c) times the envelope function (a1 or
t2). Spin orbit is neglected here.

VBM symmetry CBM symmetry Exciton Exciton
Case (Dso50) (Dso50) (Dx50) (Dx5” 0) Example

I t25G15v3a1(s) a15G1c3a1(s) T2(312) 3T2(39)11T2(33) InP,CdSe
II t15G15v3t2(p) a15L1c3a1(s) T1(312) 3T1(39)11T1(33) Ge
III t25G15v3a1(s) t25S(L1c1X1c) A11E1T21T1

3,1A113,1E13,1T213,1T1 Si,Ge
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gling bonds are passivated with pseudoatomic potentials
cated at 1.06 Å from the Ge site, and possessing a si
bound state at energyEp which will be varied. We conside
dots with radii ranging from 10.5 to 24.5 Å, containin
281–3049 Ge atoms, respectively. Single-particle ene
levels and wave functions are obtained from t
Hamiltonian10,11

H52
\2

2am
“

21(
RGe

vGe~r2RGe!1(
Rp

vp
(h)~r2Rp!.

~1!

Herem is the bare electron mass,a is a small adjustment on
the electron mass intended to improve the fit, andvGe and
vp

(h) are the atomic local empirical pseudopotentials11 of Ge
and the passivant atom, respectively. We represent the
pseudopotential in reciprocal space, using the functio
form

vGe5a1~q22a2!/~a3ea4q2
21!1bvGe

SO, ~2!

whereq is the reciprocal-lattice wave vector,b is a coeffi-
cient adjusted to obtain the spin-orbit splittings, andvGe

SO is
the spin-orbit interaction matrix.12 The coefficients of Eq.~2!
were fitted at a plane-wave cutoff of 5 Ry to obtain the bu
band structure at high symmetry points, the effective mas
at the band extrema, and the spin-orbit splittings. The fitt
procedure gives a51.190 264 5 @Eq. ~1!# and a1
50.584 954, a252.344 131, a353.244 96, a450.649 70,
andb50.213 137 in atomic units.

The passivation pseudopotentialvp
(h) is designed to re-

move all states from the gap due to dangling bonds~within
1.5 eV of the band edges!, and at the same time to model th
behavior of the dot with different generic chemical passi
tions via differentEp values. We use

vp
(h)~q!5

~11h!

2 (
i 51

3

bie
2ciq

2
1

~12h!

2
b4e2c4q2

,

with b1520.1770, c150.1534, b250.029 82, c2
50.085 228, b3520.010 24, c350.630 689, b45
20.1035, andc450.3409 in atomic units.13 Here h is
scanned to alter the passivation. Forh521 we find that the
passivant has a single bound state14 with Ep5218 eV
5EV212.9 eV, while for h51 we haveEp521.5 eV
5EV13.6 eV whereEV is the VBM of bulk Ge. In all cases
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the gap is free of surface states and the wave function of
passivant bound state decays within;0.5 Å.

Total spin-orbit symmetries are obtained with the dou
group character table15 for Td rotating the spin coordinates.16

Orbital symmetry contributions are obtained, omitting t
spin rotation.8 The excitons are calculated within the co
figuration interaction method.8,17

III. CHANGE OF VBM FROM T2 TO T1

Figure 1 shows contour plots of the band-edge wave fu
tions of a dot of 37.2 Å and 1207 Ge atoms, pas
vated with two types of passivants. In order to obta
graphical information about the symmetric structure
c(r ) we plot uc(r )usgn@Re„c↑(r )…#, where uc(r )u
5Ac↑* (r )c↑(r )1c(r )↓* c(r )↓ andc↑* (r ) andc(r )↓ are the
spin-up and spin-down components of the total wave fu
tion c(r ). We find that whereas the overall symmetry of t
VBM remains g8, its envelope-function content change
with passivation. Because we include spin-orbit, the orb
symmetries are partially mixed:18 For electropositive passi
vation @Ep5EV10.8 eV, Fig. 1~a!# theg8 VBM is 98% t2,
whereas theg8 (t1) is 41 meV lower. For electronegativ
passivation@Ep5EV212.9 eV, Fig. 1~b!# the g8 VBM is
97% t1, whereas theg8v(t2) state is 34 meV lower. The
crossing betweeng8(t1) and g8v(t2) for a D537.2 Å dot
occurs for passivation potentialEp'EV21.4 eV. This
crossing can be understood by studying the first-order ene
shift of the statecn , due to the surface passivation potent
in Eq. ~1!:

De~n,h!5^cnu(
Rp

vp
(h)~r2Rp!ucn&. ~3!

It can be shown thatDe(n,h) scales as

De~n,h!;a~n,Ep~h!!
F@Ep~h!#

R
, ~4!

whereF@Ep(h)# is a negative term representing the intera
tion of the rapidly varying ‘‘Bloch part’’ of the wave func-
tion with the passivation potentialvp

(h) , the factorR21 takes
into account the size scaling of the amplitude of the squa
envelope function ofcn as the size of the dot increases, a
a@n,Ep(h)# accounts for the extension of the envelope fun
tion into the positions of the passivants. BecauseDe(n,h) is
an integral over the passivation potential, it becomes incre
ingly negative asEp→2`. Although the bulk Ge pseudo
4-2
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FIG. 1. ~Color! ~a!–~d! calcu-
lated wave functions ofD537.2 Å
Ge dot, depicted along the~001!
plane as explained in the text. Re
indicates positive values, gree
corresponds to negative value
and light blue corresponds to zer
values.~e! and ~f! Bloch-function
content of the CBM. Red points
are close to theL minima, and
blue points are close to theX
minima.
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potential and the size of the dot are fixed, a crossing betw
g8v(t2) and theg8v(t1) states can occur ifDe@g8v(t2),h# is
different fromDe@g8v(t1),h# as a function ofh. As can be
seen in Fig. 1~a! the g8v(t2) state has ana1(s) envelope
function for Ep5EV10.8 eV, while forEp5EV212.9 eV
@Fig. 1~b!# the g8v(t1) VBM has at2(p) envelope. Because
the s-like envelope function has the lowest angular mom
tum, within the single-band effective-mass approximat
~EMA! treatment, and assuming infinite barriers, one wo
always obtain ans-like envelope for the VBM. Therefore,
p-like envelope might be seen as surprising. However,
23531
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real structure of the wave function is more complex: t
Bloch part of the VBM is a strongly varying spatial function
changing sign on an atomic scale@see Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. A
node in the envelope function actually means that one of
nodes of the Bloch part is removed, which results in a low
kinetic energy. Therefore, for infinite barriers, theg8v(t1)
states@with a p envelope and a missing node# have a lower
absolute energy than theg8v(t2) state~with an s envelope!.
Because thes-like g8v(t2) states indeed have one more no
thanp-like g8v(t1) states, theg8v(t2) have highertotal an-
gular momentum components thang8v(t1). Thus g8v(t2)
4-3
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states can travel longer distances into the vacuum bar
and have a larger amplitude at the passivant positions
g8v(t1) states. This implies in Eq.~4! that a@g8v(t2)#
.a@g8v(t1)#. Assuming thatF@Ep(h)# is the same for
g8v(t2) andg8v(t2), a crossing betweeng8v(t1) andg8v(t2)
states will occur when the difference in potential ener
gained at the surface, „a@g8v(t2)#2a@g8v(t1)#…
F@Ep(h)#/R, compensates for the kinetic energy saved
eliminating a node in the total wave function. Indeed, a
rect calculation of Eq.~3! for the case of Fig. 1~b! shows that
De@g8v(t2),21#2De@g8v(t1),21#5272 meV. Since the
splitting betweeng8v(t2) andg8v(t1) is 234 meV, the ‘‘ki-
netic part’’ of this spliting is 38 meV.

Equation~4! suggests that the passivation-induced sp
ting scales asAR21, where the coefficientA is increasingly
negative asEp→2`. The critical size at which ag8v(t2) to
g8v(t2) crossing occurs will depend on~i! the size scaling of
the ‘‘kinetic part’’ splitting, and~ii ! the passivation-induced
splitting ~which in turn dependsEp). Our calculations sug-
gest that the ‘‘kinetic part’’ of the splitting scales asBR2g,
whereB is positive andg.1. This implies that for interme-
diate passivation potentials (Ep.EV21.4 eV) larger dots
would have ag8v(t1) VBM and smaller dots ag8v(t2)
VBM. Indeed for Ep'EV21.4 eV, we find that for dots
with diameters 28 and 37.2 Å, g8v(t2) is aboveg8v(t1)
by 51 and 4 meV, whereas the level order is reversed
D550.9 Å. For extremely electronegative potentials (Ep
'EV212.9 eV), the VBM is alwaysg8v(t1).

The passivation-inducedt1– t2 crossing reported here be
haves in an opposite way to the one predicted by Grigor
et al.3 within the k•p method or infinite barriers and sma
spin-orbit couplings. In that case3 the t2-to-t1 crossing was
claimed to be due to a change of sign on the kinetic-ene
splitting. In contrast here, we find that for Ge dots the kine
energy part of the splitting is always positive. We belie
that the kinetic part is positive as a result of the large~0.3
eV! spin-orbit splitting in Ge dots~which, according to
Grigoryanet al.3 favors t2) and the failure of thek•p treat-
ment on the very small size regime.

A study of the effect of passivation for Si dots was pe
formed in the framework of the empirical tight-bindin
method by Xia and Cheah.19 In this case an additional or
bital, simulating the passivation, is added to the surfa
Though this state can be thought of as analogous to
passivation potential, it is different in an important way.
the empirical tight-binding approach of Xia and Cheah,
Hilbert space at the surface is restricted to a state with en
Ep , thus excluding scattering-nonbonded states. Theref
whenEp is sufficiently far from the band-edge energies, t
second-order correction to the band-edge energies vanis
However, in our calculation with passivation potentials,
do not truncate the Hilbert space at the band-edge ener
This means that band-edge states can visit the surface re
as long as they remain orthogonal to the bonded states a
passivation atoms. This condition forces a node of the w
function ~which implies that it must be small at the surface!,
but the first-order correction to the band-edge energie
different from zero, and increases in magnitude asEp be-
comes more electronegative.
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IV. PASSIVATION-INDUCED CHANGE OF THE
CONDUCTION BAND FROM L TO X

Figure 1~c! shows the CBM corresponding to electropo
tive passivants (h515) with Ep5EV10.8 eV, whereas
Figs. 1~d! shows the CBM of a highly electronegative pas
vant (h521) with Ep5EV212.9 eV. We see that for both
passivants, that the CBM has ag6c symmetry, derived from
the a1 orbital21 symmetry @denotedg6c(a1)#. The Bloch-
function content of the CBM changes fromX1c-like for elec-
tropositive toL1c-like for electronegative@see Figs. 1~e! and
1~f!#.

The conduction band crossing fromL to X derived states
asEp→2` shown in Figs. 1~e! and 1~f! can be also under
stood in terms of Eq.~4!: L-derived states are more extend
than X-derived states because of the large effective m
(1.57me) of the L minima along the~111! directions. As a
consequence,L-derived states interact more with the pas
vation potential at the surface. Therefore, a sufficiently de
passivation potential can drag down theL-derived states.

In a recent paper, Niquetet al.,20 reported calculations o
Ge quantum dots with an empirical tight-binding metho
Though their method is significantly different from ours, th
agreement of their single-particle energies and
calculations10 is very good. Both calculations show that th
optical properties of Ge crystallites remain typical of
indirect-gap semiconductor. As Figs. 1~e! and 1~f! show, the
CBM remains indirect~either X- or L-like!. Both Niquet
et al.’s,20 calculations and ours show, however, that there
significant increase on the reciprocal-space overlap of
CBM and VBM for R'15 Å. However, in contradiction
with Niquet et al.,20 we find10 that such an increase also o
curs in spherical dots and not only in cubic ones. Howev
shape and size can change the symmetry of the band ed
which can make the transition forbidden.

V. VALENCE- AND CONDUCTION-BAND CONFINEMENT
ENERGIES

One of the interesting quantities measured for quant
dots9 is the valence-band shiftDEVBM(R)52EVBM(R)
1EVBM(`) and the conduction-band shiftDECBM(R)
5ECBM(R)2ECBM(`), where E(`) denotes the energie
of thebulk band edges. In H-passivated Si dots it was fou
experimentally9 that the ratioDEVBM(R)/DECBM(R)'2.
However, in that experimentDECBM(R) included a Cou-
lomb interaction between the electron and the ho9

JCoul . Empirical pseudopotential calculations11 gave
DEVBM(R)/(DECBM(R)2JCoul)'2, with a passivation
potential that fit the density of states of hydrogena
~001! Si surfaces. Figure 2 gives the values
DEVBM(R)/DECBM(R) and DEVBM(R)/(DECBM(R)
2JCoul) for Ge dots as functions of the binding energy of t
passivation potentialEp . We see that for highly electrone
gative passivants the ratios are 1.3 and 1.8, respectively
they decrease as the potential becomes shallower. For a
range of passivations theDEVBM(R)/@DECBM(R)2JCoul#
ratio is around 1.5620.3, which is smaller than the
H-passivated Si dot case. Previously, it was generally
4-4
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lieved that both conduction- and valence-band shifts are
only to quantum confinement. However, though the am
tude of the wave-function square is four orders of magnitu
smaller at the surface passivation atom than at the cente
the dot, the integrated effect of all surface atoms can prod
a measurable affect. For example, whenEp2EV changes
from 26 eV to 10.8, DEVBM(R) and DECBM(R) change
by 11% and 14%, respectively. The gapEg5DEVBM(R)
1DECBM(R)1Eg remains almost constant~within 3%!
because both the conduction and valence bands
dragged down by the passivation. However, t
DEVBM(R)/DECBM(R) ratio changes by as much as 30
due to surface passivation.

FIG. 2. The ratio of valence-band to conduction-band shift ra
for a 37.4 Å-diameter Ge quantum dot for different surface pa
vations potentialsEp.
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VI. OPTICAL CONSEQUENCES

We next discuss the implications of the change from
g8v(t2) VBM to a g8v(t1) VBM on the excitonic multiplets
when spin-orbit and exchange interactions are taken into
count. In Fig. 3~I! we discuss case I of Table I, where th
VBM is g8v(t2) and the CBMg6c(a1),21 which is seen1,2 in
conventional direct-gap dots such as InP. In the absenc
spin orbit (Dso50) and electron-hole exchange interactio
(Dx50) thet23a1 product gives a 12-fold degenerate exc
ton with T2 orbital symmetry~columnA in Fig. 3 I!. Allow-
ance for exchange interaction splits the 12-foldT2 into a
higher-energy spin singlet (33) and a lower-energy spin
triplet (39). The spin and orbital parts of the exciton wa
function are mixed by the spin-orbit interaction. But unde
weak spin-orbit scenario, the singlets and triplets are alm
unmixed. The singlet gives aT2

s (33), while the triplet
splits into A2`E`T1`T2

t ~we use Blackboard capital let
ters to denote symmetry of the full excitonic wave functi
that mixes spin and orbital components!. A scenario with
finite spin-orbit and zero exchangeDx50 is given in column
B of Fig. 3. As the spin-orbit interaction becomes strong,
valence-band maximumt2 splits into g8v(t2) (34) and
g7v(t2) (32), separated by the spin-orbit splitingDso ,
while the a1 conduction band maximum givesg6c(a1)
(32). We thus have two families of excitons: those deriv
from g8v(t2)3g6c(a1)5E`T1`T2, and those derived
from the ‘‘split-off’’ band g7v(t2)3g6c(a1)5A2`T2. The
combined effect of exchange and spin orbit is given in Fig
column C. The exchange interaction affects only th
T2-symmetric excitons, displacing them to higher ener
~shown columnA), leaving the forbiddenE`T1 excitons as
the ground-state excitons of theg8v(t2)3g6c(a1) manifold.

o
i-
e
FIG. 3. Structure of the lowest-energy excitonic multiplet as a function of the symmetry of the VBM.~I! corresponds to an electropositiv
passivation, and~II ! to and electronegative passivation.
4-5
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Figure 3~II ! shows the case of ag8v(t1) VBM, appropri-
ate to dots with electronegative passivation (Ep&EV
21.5 eV). In the absence of spin-orbit and exchange in
actions, thet13a1 product gives a 12-fold degenerate exc
ton with T1 orbital symmetry. Exchange interaction~column
A) split the 12-fold T1 into a higher-energy spin single
(33) and a lower-energy spin triplet (39). The weak spin
orbit from the singlet produces an exciton withT1

s symmetry,
while the triplet states are split intoA1`E`T1

t `T2. We see
that, unlike the previous case, now the exciton multiplet t
rises because of exchange hasT1 symmetry~and notT2). In
a strong spin-orbit and zero-exchange scenario,~columnB in
Fig. 3II! the g8v(t1)3g6c(a1) lower-energy family gives
E`T1`T2. The addition of exchange~columnC) rises only
the states withT1 symmetry, leavingE`T2 in the ground
state~within the t13a1 subspace, the exchange interacti
only shiftsT1 symmetric states, as in columnA shows!. We
see that now the ground state has a dipole-allowed com
nentT2 for the g8v(t1)3g6c(a1) manifold.

We have next conducted a configuration-interact
calculation17 for our Ge dots with various passivations. F
the electropositive passivation~the first column of Fig. 1!,
after including spin orbit, exchange interaction, and multip
configuration couplings17, we find the results expected from
Fig. 3~I!, columnC. For this large Ge dot the splitting of th
T2 bright states and the dark ground states is only 1.9 m
The present calculations for Ge dots include a spin o
which reduces1 the exchange splitting by a factor 2/3, a
compared with a Si dot of similar size, where the spin-or
interaction was not included.8 For this Ge dot size, in the
electropositive passivation case@when the VBM isg8v(t2)#
the lifetime of theT2 exciton is one order of magnitud
shorter than a similar case corresponding to Si. This is c
sistent with the fact that Ge dots mix into much moreG
character than Si dots.10

For electronegative passivation~second column of Fig. 1!
with a g8v(t1)-symmetric VBM and ag6c(a1)-symmetric
CBM, our calculation gives a fivefold ground state with thr

FIG. 4. Excitonic splitings of Ge dots as functions of the qua
tum dot diameter.
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partially allowed excitons, as expected from Fig. 3~II !, col-
umn C. The next states~only 1 meV higher in energy! are a
threefold dark multiplet corresponding to theT1 symmetry.
Under electronegative passivation@when the VBM isg8v(t1)
symmetric#, the lifetime of this partially brightT2 ground
level is almost three orders of magnitude longer than the
corresponding to the brightT2 under electropositive passiva
tion @when the VBM is g8v(t2) symmetric#. This results
from the fact that for thisg8v(t1)3g6c(a1) exciton manifold
the orbital symmetry is 99 %T11E, which gives a zero
contribution to the oscillator strength.

The increase in the lifetime of the bright excitons wh
the passivation is electronegative is a direct consequenc
the presence of a node in the envelope function of the VB
Departures fromTd symmetry will change the symmetry o
the VBM, but the crossing of a nodeless envelope to
envelope with a node will remain. Therefore, we believe t
such an increase in the radiative lifetime of the ground-s
exciton as a function of passivation will persist if the sha
of the dot is close to a sphere.

VII. EXCITONIC BAND GAP

In Fig. 4 we show our calculated excitonic gap vs size
the lowest-energy exciton for the passivation potentialEp
5EV212.9 eV. For comparison we give the results o
tained with different passivations (Ep5EV10.8 eV and
Ep5EV21.5 eV) for the sizesD528 and 37.2 Å. On this
scale the difference between dark and bright states canno
resolved. As can be seen, the changes in the excitonic en
induced by the passivation are only significant for the ve
small size regime, in particular forEp5EV10.8 eV, as the
CBM energy draws close to the passivation potential bind
energy and the mixing becomes stronger.

In summary, we have found that surface passivation
drastically modify the lifetime of the lowest-energy states
a Ge quantum dot by introducing a node into the envelo
part of the wave function of the VBM. This node in the wa
function of the VBM will also appear in nonspherical dot
but strong selection rules will be present only in near sph
cal dots. Surface passivation can also alter the valence
conduction-band-shift ratio, without significant changes
the optical gap. We anticipate similar effects in dots made
other materials.
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